** ANNOUNCEMENT TO GE OPERATORS **

RESPONSE REQUIRED: 
RNP AR PROCEDURES FILTERING CAPABILITIES

17 October 2018

The following announcement only affects GE Navigation Database (NDB) Operators. GE and Jeppesen require all GE NDB Operators respond to this announcement through a formal request using the contact information below prior to 01 December 2018. This announcement serves as the required advanced notification for implementation beginning in cycle 1902, effective 31 January 2019.

**Background**

GE Aviation Systems LLC (GEAS) has recently implemented the ability to filter Authorization Required (AR) procedures from the NDB. Effective with cycle 1902, effective 31 January 2019 and beyond GEAS will begin removing RNP AR procedures from NDBs unless we receive a request to retain them in your NDB. This change affects RNP AR SID, STAR and Approach Procedures. Therefore, please contact Jeppesen using the contact information below if you wish to retain RNP AR Procedures in your NDB.

RNP AR Procedures typically include procedures that contain ‘RNP’ in the title and ‘Authorization Required’ in the notes section.

The following RNP (RNP) Z Rwy 16R @KDEN is an example of an approach procedure that would be removed or retained in your GE NDB based on your response.

Note: RNP AR designations may vary between procedures and countries.

GEAS and Jeppesen recognizes that this may cause a temporary inconvenience, but believes the change ultimately benefits our customers.

**Your Action is Required**

GEAS requires all Operators respond to this announcement with their preference to either retain or exclude RNP AR procedures from their GE NDB no later than December 1, 2018.

GEAS requires each operator’s request be delivered in writing by an authorized organization representative. Each request should include the following information (at a minimum):

- Organization’s name & address
- Name, title and contact information of individual authorizing the inclusion of AR procedures
- Database ID(s) which should have AR procedures included

All requests must be emailed to Jeppesen NavServices: NavServices@jeppesen.com.